
NOTE: When changing presets use caution. Presets have

differing volume levels, and use the controls "X" and "Y"

differently. It is STRONGLY recommended that users

decrease the "X" and "Y" controls fully counter-clockwise

and engage the "MUTE" control before changing presets.
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differently. It is STRONGLY recommended that users

decrease the "X" and "Y" controls fully counter-clockwise

and engage the "MUTE" control before changing presets.

Softkeys: The function of these keys

change depending on the preset.

For presets 1-5 they are reserved to call up

the first 5 presets. i.e. A calls up Preset 1, B

- 2, etc. Note if the current program is 6-24

user must hit HOME first. Their functions are

defined in the below table for all presets.
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Home: Recalls Preset 1

Because the Softkeys A-E

can be utilised for functions

other than preset recall

when used in advanced

programming (Presets 6-

24) this key is reserved to

ALWAYS recall preset 1, in

ALL presets 1-24

Home: Recalls Preset 1

Because the Softkeys A-E

can be utilised for functions

other than preset recall

when used in advanced

programming (Presets 6-

24) this key is reserved to

ALWAYS recall preset 1, in

ALL presets 1-24

Current Preset: This displays the

current preset in use 01010101 thru 24242424

Note: When changing presets, allow

the new preset number to appear

(approx. 2 seconds) before attempting

to perform any other function.

Current Preset: This displays the

current preset in use 01010101 thru 24242424

Note: When changing presets, allow

the new preset number to appear

(approx. 2 seconds) before attempting

to perform any other function.

Down/Up Preset:
These keys are reserved

in each preset to

increase (up arrow) or

decrease (down arrow)

the in use preset.

Down/Up Preset:
These keys are reserved

in each preset to

increase (up arrow) or

decrease (down arrow)

the in use preset.

"X" and "Y" Volume: These volume

controls  change function depending on

the preset.

Note: See the below table to determine the

function of these for each preset. Please

reduce these controls before changing the in

use preset.

"X" and "Y" Volume: These volume

controls  change function depending on

the preset.

Note: See the below table to determine the

function of these for each preset. Please

reduce these controls before changing the in

use preset.

Mute: Mutes the program

outputs, when engaged the

LED in 'ON' (muted).

Note: This key can mute

different outputs based on the

preset. For a complete list see

the table below.

Mute: Mutes the program

outputs, when engaged the

LED in 'ON' (muted).

Note: This key can mute

different outputs based on the

preset. For a complete list see

the table below.


